NOTES:
7 FEET TO BASE OF STOP SIGN OR 8' MIN. TO BASE OF STREET SIGNS IF MOUNTED ALONE.
STREET NAME SIGNS ARE TO BE PLACED ON SOUTH WEST CORNER WHERE POSSIBLE
CONTRACTOR TO SUPPLY STREET SIGNS,
SPECIFICATIONS FOR STREET NAME SIGNS:
6" EXTRUDED BLADE BY REQUIRED LENGTH DEPENDING UPON LENGTH OF NAME WITH A 24" MINIMUM.
STREET NAME SHALL APPEAR ON BOTH SIDES OF SIGN
COLOR:
GREEN BACKGROUND SHALL BE FACED WITH 3M #3930 SERIES HIGH INTENSITY PRISMATIC (HIP).
WHITE 3M #3930 SERIES HIGH INTENSITY PRISMATIC (HIP) LETTERS.
HEIGHT OF LETTERS TO BE 4" UPPER AND LOWER CASE SERIES "B",
PREFIX & SUFFIX TO BE 4" SERIES "B" UPPER AND LOWER CASE LETTERS.
SUFFIX LESS THAN 5 LETTERS SHALL NOT BE ABBREVIATED.
SPECIFICATIONS FOR STREET SIGN HARDWARE:
SIGNS SHALL BE MOUNTED ON 2"X2" BREAKAWAY POSTS IN SOCKET WITH 8" DIA. CONCRETE
30" DEEP FOOTING (SEE SIGN DETAIL DRAWING).
STREET SIGNS SHALL BE MOUNTED TO POST WITH 2"X2" POST CAP FOR EXTRUDED SIGNS.
STOP SIGNS TO HAVE BOTH STREET NAMES LOCATED ON TOP (BOTH SIDES).
STOP SIGNS SHALL BE 30"X30" R-1-1 ON SHEET ALUMINUM (UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED).
(SEE ODOT STD. SPECS. SECTION 00940.41).